Abstract Cooperative and intelligent path planning is important for UAVs to carry out coordinated Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) in adversarial environments. In this paper, we propose a game theoretic data fusion aided platform routing algorithm for cooperative ISR. Our approach consists of three closely coupled components: 1) Closed-loop data fusion. The Level 1 (Object), Level 2 (Situation) and Level 3 (threat) data fusion form a closed-loop structure, in which Markov game theoretic intent inferences will execute from the results of Level 1 and Level 2 results. The estimated threat intents will be fed back to the Level 2 fusion to improve the performance of the entity aggregation. 2) Cooperative platform routing based on Pareto-optimization, social foraging, and cooperative jamming. Given the threat information including the threat intents from the data fusion module, a Pareto-optimal problem is formed and Graph-cut based fast solution serves as a reference trajectory for a foraging algorithm, which further dynamically refines the reference path to avoid pop-up obstacles detected along the planned path. 3) Display/Monitor Module, in which relevant threats and constraints information are indicated, the terrain data are shown, and current real route and planned route are highlighted, compared, and evaluated. The commander's suggestions can be inputted in this mode. 1
INTRODUCTION
Cooperative and intelligent path planning is important for UAVs to carry out coordinated Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) in adversarial environments. With the significant growth in UAV platforms and data fusion technologies, it is promising to integrate the threat 1 1 1-4244-1488-1/08/$25.00 C 2008 IEEE. 2 IEEEAC paper #1499, Version 2, Updated 2007:11:13 intent inferences (Level 3 data fusion, threat refinement [9] ) into the routing generation module so that the planned ISR path can take into account (future) threat actions.
There are two main tasks in ISR routing: threat intent inference and cooperative platform routing. For the first task, multi-source data from wide-body and UAV on-board sensors should (i) be parsed and classified to form entities (Level 1 data fusion, object refinement); (ii) be clustered to find the relations between them (Level 2 data fusion, situation refinement); (iii) be assigned and evaluated the threat intent hypotheses (Level 3 data fusion, threat refinement). To solve the second task (cooperative path planning), we should divide all threats into two general classes: 1) normal threats (e.g. stationary radars and moving surface-to-air (SAM) sites); and 2) pop-up threats encountered during flight. For the first class of threats, a path planning algorithm is needed to generate waypoints to minimize risk and improve ISR performance. A reactive algorithm should be designed to respond to pop-up obstacles detected while the UAVs fly along the optimal planned path. The two main tasks are coupled because different data fusion results will affect the path generation, which takes the into account threat intents. On the other hand, threats will take different actions to the same UAVs flying different paths, and then the threat intent updates to the data fusion will be altered.
In this paper, we propose a game theoretic data fusion aided platform routing algorithm for cooperative ISR. Our approach consists of three closely coupled components (see Fig. 1 ): 1) Closed-loop datafusion. The LI, L2 and L3 data fusion form a closed-loop structure, in which the Markov game theoretic intent inference [3] (L3 data fusion) will be executed from the results of LI and L2 results. The estimated threat intents will be feed back to the L2 fusion to improve the performance of the entity aggregation in the sense that threat intents will make the entity aggregation based on same intents possible. The performance of the data fusion is evaluated according to the complimentary Metrics [12] . 2) Cooperative platform routing based on Paretooptimization, social foraging [13] , and cooperative jamming [15] . Given the threat information including the threat intents from the data fusion module, a Pareto-optimal problem is formed and the Graph-cut based fast solution serves as a reference trajectory for the foraging algorithm, which further dynamically refines the reference path to avoid pop-up obstacles detected along the planned path. 3) Display/Monitor Module, in which the relevant threats and constraints information are indicated, the terrain data are shown, and the current real route and planned route are highlighted, compared, and evaluated. The commander can make suggestions in this mode.
Our proposed system goes beyond conventional aircraft rerouting algorithms ([4] - [8] ) to integrate Markov game theoretical threat intent inference, cooperative jamming, and information visualization in a hierarchical and efficient framework, in which the threat intent inference and path planning modules are called manually by the commander (user) or automatically by the display module based on the performance of current planned path.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our proposed framework. Section 3 presents a Markov model for cyber network defense. In Section 4, a cooperative path planning algorithm is revised to incorporate the adversary intents and flight space partition based on cooperative jamming. Section 5 and Section 6 are for the discussion of simulation results and conclusion remarks.
FRAMEWORK
The framework of our proposed approach for platform routing is shown in Fig. 1 [10] to the graph and obtain a max flow path composed of safe flight waypoints. The combination of Cooperative jamming, threat intents, Pareto-optimization, and Graph Cut solution may achieve a convergent, fast, smooth, safe, and efficient path search mechanism.
In order to carry out the threat intent inference, we proposed a closed-loop data fusion module with a Fuzzy Petri Net [14] based level 1 fusion, a hierarchical entity aggregation (HEI) [2] based level 2 data fusion, and a Markov game theoretic level 3 data fusion. Markov game theoretical approaches are more realistic for modeling the dynamics of the system with the presence of intelligent threats. We propose a graphical model to represent the structure and evolution of the above-mentioned Markov game model so that we can efficiently solve the graphical game problem.
In the proposed display/monitor module, the threat, terrain, and constraint information are transferred into forms making use of a human's natural visual and reasoning capability. The planned path (waypoints) and real route are also highlighted so that commander (user) can easily make decisions and suggestions based on his experience in a timely manner. The performance evaluation is integrated to evaluate the performance of the planned path and the result is exploited to trigger the path (re-)planning and threat Ontology and graphical modeling are exploited to design and represent the threat, terrain, trafficability, and constraints information for efficient and sufficient aircraft survivability re-routing in a complex environment. The qualified meta-information [1] , such as recency, uncertainties, security, estimates, confidence, cost (availability and time) and pedigree information, is represented by a graphical model so that the metainformation will be easily understood and used by display/monitor and path (re-)planning modules.
In this paper, we will focus on the Markov game theoretic level-3 data fusion and cooperative platform routing parts in the overall framework.
A MARKOV GAME MODEL AND SOLUTION
The purpose of the Threat Intent Inference (Level 3 data fusion) is to fuse a group's kinematic and composition information with the intelligence data provided by the lower level data fusion module to infer the group hypothesis intent and Course of Actions (COAs), and focus the analyst's attention on any hostile enemy activities. This process is performed in two steps. First, we compute/update a group hypothesis factlet list. Then, we match each group's factlet list against a probabilistic state transition model representing abstract adversary COAs, and find the most likely one.
To estimate the intent of the dynamic and intelligent threats tracked by the sensor network, we present a Markov game model. In general, a Markov (stochastic) game is specified by (i) a finite set of players N, (ii) a set of states s , (iii) for every player iE sN, a finite set of available actions D' (we denote the overall action space D=XieND' ), (iv) a transition rule q:SxD->A(S), ( 
Action Space
At every time step, each blue group choose a list of targets with associated actions and confidences (note that: probability distribution over the list of targets, i.e., the sum of the confidences should be equal to 1) based on its local space information, such as the unit type and positions of possible targets, from level-two data fusion.
Transition rule initial position x, and ends at a final position Xf, maximizing the probability that the aircrafts will not be killed by any of the threats and will therefore survive the path. There is the distance of the missile reach distance needed. A fast and approximate Graph-Cut solution In the implementation of the Pareto algorithm we used the graph cut method [10] to save computing time. To improve the efficiency of the traditional even-grid algorithms, a nonuniform sampling mechanism is used. These sampled points will be the nodes of the new graph, which will be handled by graph cut to find the max flow. It can be obtained by using the following procedure:
I)Extract randomly K points P {PkER 1,2, , with the spatial probability density over Rn proportional 2)Construct a directed graph using the points in the set P as nodes. The edge cost is calculated in step 3). 3)Assign the edge cost proportional to the reciprocal value of the difference cost between neighboring points. Thus, the min cut will cluster all the dangerous points. 4)Using the algorithm proposed in [10] , we can find a max flow for the graph.
5)Build a sampling point set X by sufficiently finely sampling the flow path created in step 4). The advantages of our re-path planning can be summarized as follows: 1) Cooperative jamming is investigated to partition the whole flight space into four distinct parts based on the concealments jamming can provide; 2) Paretooptimal concept is exploited to form the cost function for finding a maximum safe route and treat intents and results from jamming are integrated; and 3) a graph-cut based optimization solution is proposed to solve the cost function speedily and stably.
SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS

Scenario
Suppose there is a starting area (as shown in Fig.3 ) in which there are some starting points and a final destination area (for surveillance) in which there are some destination
points. Between the starting area and final destination area there are some dangerous areas which have known enemy. Beside them, there are also some possible adversary threats which are also dangerous to UAVs. For UAVs to get to the final destination points as safely as possible, usually UAVs should try to avoid the dangerous areas and the possible adversary threats in their paths. This requires us to model the situation with some comprehensive risk-benefit functions. It is supposed that the adversary threat will be detected during the path execution stage rather than the static path planning stage. The adversary intent will be estimated by our Markov game theoretic data fusion approach.
Simulation Results -Threat Intent Inference By following the procedure specified in Section 3, we first find the following blue-MDP solution (as shown in Fig.4) to the Markov game with a fixed K=5 pre-fixed actions (dx = 0, -1, 0, 0, -1, dy =-1, 0, -1, -1, -1) for red player. The rewards are shown in Fig.5 .
are total 400 virtual system states. For each player, there are 9 possible actions (each dx or dy has 3 choices:-1, 0, 1).
In Fig.4 , we can see the optimal action sequences (up to Kstep) of blue force at all possible virtual states given a fixed K= 5 fixed actions (x = 0, -1, 0, 0, -1, y = -1, 0, -1, -1, -1), which can be coded a action sequence (into action space) as 4, 2, 4, 4, 1. For example at virtual state 50 (the corresponding actual state is only blue player is in location x = 4, y = 8), the optimal action is 2, which can be decoded as (dx = -1, dy = 0). The corresponding maximum blue reward for each virtual state is shown in Fig.5 . We calculated the blue actions and rewards for all possible Kstep red action sequences. Similarly, we can obtain the red actions and rewards given all possible K-step blue action sequences.
The second step is to merge the first K-step actions to form the optimal K-step action sequence. The associated reward is the sum of the K rewards obtained from Fig.4 and Fig.5 .
The third step is to form 2-player static bi-matrix games to calculate the (mixed) Nash strategies. The values of the bimatrix games are from the step 2. For the case K= 1, at system state 12, the reward is 18.3863, and the first action is 7. We have to evolutes the system up to K-step to find the required values for blue side. This is based on the optimal blue policy and the pre-fixed red actions. We obtain the following bi-matrix game (as shown in Fig.6 ) for blue force at system state 12. In the simulation, we divide the x-y plane into lOxIO grids. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a cooperative UAV surveillance routing framework to improve the path planning performance via unifying a Markov game theoretic adversary intent inference and flight space partition based on cooperative jamming strategies. Our original ParetoForaging path planning algorithm [17] has been revised and extended to evaluate the feasibility of our proposed game theoretic data fusion aided path planning approach for cooperative UAV ISR. 
